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History

happened once, but
takes place in an envelope of possibilities which only when realized
become the historical record.

Counterfactual history has a bad name, but
‘restrained’ counterfactual history does no more than restore
contingency to the historical narrative and agency to historical
actors.
Allan Megill, ‘The new counterfactualists’, Historically Speaking (2004)

‘How exactly are we to distinguish probable unrealised alternatives
from improbable ones?’
Niall Ferguson, ‘Virtual History: Towards a “chaotic”’theory of the past’, in

Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals (1997).
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Critical junctures are much studied by political scientists

Capoccia & Kelemen. ‘The study of critical junctures: theory, narrative, and

counterfactuals in historical institutionalism’, World Politics (2007);

Geopolitical change cannot be resolved at a timescale finer than
decades

Randall Collins, ‘The Uses of Counter-Factual History: can there be a theory of

historical turning points? Amsterdams Sociologisch Tijdschrift 31 (2004).
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Summary. It has been claimed and disputed that World War II has been followed by a ‘long
peace’: an unprecedented decline of war. We conduct a full change point analysis of well-
documented, publicly available battle deaths data sets, using new techniques that enable the
robust detection of changes in the statistical properties of such heavy-tailed data. We first test
and calibrate these techniques.We then demonstrate the existence of changes, independent of
data presentation, in the early to mid-19th century, as the Congress of Vienna system moved
towards its collapse, in the early to mid-20th century, bracketing the World Wars, and in the
late 20th century, as the world reconfigured around the end of the Cold War. Our analysis
provides a methodology for future investigations and an empirical basis for political and historical
discussions.

Keywords: Battle deaths; Change point analysis; Correlates of war; Heavy-tailed data;
Long peace; Power law distribution

1. Introduction

Is war declining? The record of historical battle deaths surely embodies more human value than
any other conceivable data set, for every unit in every data point is a human life violently taken,
yet its structure remains poorly understood. Pioneering work was done in the Journals of the
Royal Statistical Society (Richardson, 1944, 1946, 1952; Moyal, 1949) by the Quaker pacifist
Lewis Fry Richardson. Richardson discovered one of the few robust quantitative results in
political science (Richardson (1960), pages 143–167), that deaths in deadly quarrels are well
described by two power law distributions (Clauset et al., 2009), with powers of approximately
2.4 from murders up to events with about 1000 dead, and 1.5 for events of more than 1000
dead (‘wars’) (Richardson (1960), Fig. 4). On the question of whether humanity’s propensity
for deadly violence has fundamentally altered, Richardson’s final conclusion was that

‘the observed variations [in battle deaths] might be merely random, and not evidence of any general
trend towards more or fewer fatal quarrels’

(Richardson (1960), page 141). The newly apparent phenomenon of the 60 years since Richard-
son’s book is the post World War II ‘long peace’, although one might just as well characterize
the 20th century by the ‘great violence’ (Clauset (2018), page 4) or ‘hemoclysm’ (Pinker (2011),
page 229, originally due to Matthew White) of its first half.

Every point of these data takes place in a web of human society, culture and politics. To analyse
this requires a broad sweep of multidisciplinary qualitative analysis, and an astonishing book
by Pinker—suffused with individual statistics, but not overtly a statistical work—concludes that
an individual’s likelihood of violent death has greatly declined over the centuries (Pinker, 2011),

Address for correspondence: Brennen T. Fagan, Department of Mathematics, University of York, Heslington,
York, YO10 5DD, UK.
E-mail: btf500@york.ac.uk



Is war declining?

Stephen Pinker: Yes.

Nassim Nicholas Taleb: No.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Results for internal meta-analyses performed on all change points found in any combination of
subsets within the data sets (in each plot, there are two images; the lower of each pair of images is a time line
of events occurring, sorted by subset; above it is a density estimate of the locations of change points detected;
the area under the curve of the estimate is proportional to the probability of finding a change point within
that part of the data set; , , change points, in different locations or the same location respectively, that have
been clustered; numbers below the time lines indicate the fraction of identified change points so clustered):
(a) COW normalized data ( , extrastate war; , interstate war; , intrastate war; , non-state war; , 101;
, 103; , 105; , 107); (b) COW normalized data ( , extrastate war; , interstate war; , intrastate war; ,

non-state war; , 10�8; , 10�6; , 10�4) (c) Gleditsch raw data ( , interstate war; , civil war; , 101 deaths;
, 103 deaths; , 105 deaths; , 107 deaths); (d) Gleditsch normalized data ( , interstate war; , civil war;
, 10�8 deaths; , 10�6 deaths; , 10�4 deaths)
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Scaling laws for air combat

Fit loss-rates to powers of own and enemy numbers:

dG

dt
= −rR r1G g2

dR

dt
= −gG g1R r2

Divide, re-arrange, integrate: we find that

r

ρ
Rρ − g

γ
Gγ

is constant, where ρ = 1 + r1 − r2 and γ = 1 + g1 − g2,
the exponents, capture the conditions of battle:

– Green should concentrate its force if γ > 1, divide if γ < 1.

– if ρ > γ then Green has a defender’s advantage, by a factor ρ/γ
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Scaling laws for air combat

The crucial tactical dependence is of the loss ratio on force
numbers:

dG

dR
=

r

g

Rρ−1

Gγ−1
.

Linear Law:
ρ = γ = 1, and dG

dR doesn’t depend on R or G .

Square Law:
ρ = γ = 2, and dG

dR
∝ R

G
.

Asymmetric:
ρ = 1, γ = 2, and dG

dR
∝ 1

G
.



The Battle of Britain

A battle of attrition and intended annihilation, in which one day’s
fighting was much like another, the single-seat fighters on each
side were well-matched, and all units were seeking engagement.

Take daily loss-rates for RAF (δR) and Luftwaffe (δG ) aircraft and
fit to RAF (R) and Luftwaffe (G ) daily sortie numbers:

Find the parameters r , r1, r2, g , g1, g2 for which the data best fit

δR = gG g1R r2 , δG = rR r1G g2

by linear regression onto

log δR = log g+g1 logG+r2 logR , log δG = log r+r1 logR+g2 logG
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RAF losses
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RAF losses

dR

dt
= −gG 1.12±0.17R0.18±0.25

= −gG 1.2 (ΣR2 = 0.66)

Hooray for Lanchester!
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Luftwaffe losses
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Luftwaffe losses

dG

dt
= −rR0.00±0.25G 0.86±0.18

= −gG 0.9 (ΣR2 = 0.49)

Not so good.

In fact, fitting to R alone,

dG

dt
∝ R0.87±0.22

explains only ΣR2 = 0.24.
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Loss ratio vs Force ratio: Battle of Britain
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Loss ratio vs Sorties: Battle of Britain
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Scaling laws for air combat

‘The dependence of the casualty exchange ratio on the force ratio
is not linear; it is exponential’

– Col. John Warden, USAF, The Air Campaign

Cites a 1970 study of Korea and WW2.

Well, no.
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Loss ratio vs Force ratio: Pacific air war
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Loss ratio vs Sorties: Pacific air war
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Asymmetry in air combat

What are the exponents for air combat?

Battle of Britain: Germans 1.3 , British 0.8

Pacific air war: Americans 1.3, Japanese 0.9

Korea: Americans 1.2, North Koreans 0.1

– and these differences are understated.
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Vietnam 1965-68; Rolling Thunder

Engagement-level data, and a simple linear regression of loss rates
against numbers.

Does a sortie lead to a kill, a loss, or neither?

F4 (US fighter) sorties tend to cause NVAF (but not US) losses.
F105 (US bomber) sorties tend to cause neither.

US conclusion: F4s should sortie in numbers.

NVAF (MiG 17,19,21) sorties tend to cause own losses, whether
against F4s or F105s.

NVAF conclusion: sortie sparingly, disrupt, avoid engagement.
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The Battle of Britain: The Big Wing

Should the RAF’s squadrons mass into wings (3 squadrons)
or ‘Big Wings’ (5 or more) before engaging?

Is mere concentration of numbers advantageous for the RAF?

Is the RAF exponent ρ > 1?

No, ρ ≤ 0.8.

The RAF’s advantages, created and exploited by AVM Keith Park, were of
dispersal and parsimony.
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Asymmetry in air combat

The starting hypothesis:
Air combat is a set of duels; random; linear-law.

To the extent to which it departs from this,
Air combat does not obey the Square Law.

Rather,
Air combat is 80% linear-law, 20% asymmetric.

While there appears to be some Lanchestrian advantage in
numbers and concentration for the attacker (of surface targets),
there is none for the defender – the reverse, even.

The defender needs to disperse, disrupt; be sparing, parsimonious;
make minimal, fleeting attacks; utilize information asymmetry;
work with ground-based air defence.
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Weighted Bootstrapping for History

Bootstrapping

is re-sampling with replacement.

It is model-free,and I would argue that it provides maximal
reconciliation between pro- and anti-counterfactualists.

Weighted bootstrapping re-weights the data according to
underlying features and so provides a method for exploring
restrained counterfactual (CF) history.

If we measure the effects of a CF in multiples of the standard
deviation, we can quantify by how much it is rational for a
historian to change their views (about probabilities of victory) in
CF scenarios.

See also Max Little and Reham Badawy, ‘Causal bootstrapping’,

arXiv:1910.09648 (2019).
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deviation, we can quantify by how much it is rational for a
historian to change their views (about probabilities of victory) in
CF scenarios.

See also Max Little and Reham Badawy, ‘Causal bootstrapping’,
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No switch to attacking London: 2 SD.

CF Goering has a clear conception of the necesity of defeating
Fighter Command.
Luftwaffe targets airfields or London: 3 SD.

CF Hitler has a clear, early conception, before the defeat of
France, of the strategic necessity of also defeating Britain.
Battle of Britain starts a month earlier: 3 SD.

CF Hitler and CF Goering combined: 6 SD.
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The Battle of the Dogger Bank

The first clash of battle cruisers, 24th January 1915

Blücher Derfflinger Moltke Seydlitz

Indomitable New Zealand Princess Royal Tiger Lion



The Battle of the Dogger Bank



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

First sighting 0705, battlecruisers engage 0852



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

0943 Seydlitz damaged



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

1018 Lion hit



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

1100-1105

Course North-East

Engage the enemy’s rear



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

1313 Blücher sinks



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

‘Only by sheer good luck did any of the German ships escape.’



The Battle of the Dogger Bank

‘But for Tiger’s misdirection of fire we ... certainly should have
sunk the greater part of the enemy’s squadron’

– diary entry, Cdr (later Vice Adm) Reginald Plunkett-...-Drax







Modeling The Battle of the Dogger Bank

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

Marjoram, Molitor, Plagnol & Tavaré, Markov chain Monte Carlo without

likelihoods, Proc. Nat. Scad. Sci. 2003
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Modeling the Battle of the Dogger Bank

Either

the model is wrong

or
the parameters are (very) wrong

or
something improbable has happened.
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The Model

A force causes damage in proportion to its numbers
Baudry, Chase, Fiske, Lanchester, Osipov (1902-1916)

‘Your N-squared law has become quite famous in the Grand Fleet’
— Jellicoe to Lanchester, 1916

Numbers are of the units which stand/fall together:
turrets (Fiske, 1905) or ships.

True? Ship concentrations of 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 were given multipliers of
2, 2.5 and 3 in exercises
Gunnery Practices in the Grand Fleet 1914-1918, ADM 137/4822, ADM

186/339, Kew

— more than good enough.
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The Parameters

Deduced from Dogger Bank and Jutland, taken together
—valid unless they changed greatly between Dogger Bank and
Jutland

Shells, ships/guns/armour, gunnery practice, flash fire!

On the German side big changes happened, because of Seydlitz
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The Parameters

On the British side they probably didn’t.

Nicholas Lambert, “Our bloody ships” or “Our bloody system”? Jutland and

the loss of the British battle-cruisers, 1916, JMH 62 (1998) 29-55

“a mistake was made in firing too slowly during the earlier stages
.... rapidity of fire is essential ...rapid fire will be employed by the
enemy at 18,000 yds, which must be answered by rapid fire” but
“Plunging fire is a great danger to ammunition anywhere between
decks. ... Lids of powder cases should not be removed faster than
necessary.” – Ernle Chatfield, captain of Lion

An Admiralty memorandum of February 1915 urges better flash
discipline ... but was not widely acted upon.
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The Parameters

Nothing in the ‘lessons learned’

although ‘German shell, for incendiary effect and damage to
personnel, are far inferior to ours. Their only good quality lies in
armour penetration and damage to material.’



The Results

Using

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

we have a standardized, optimal methodology with which to
explore all of the parameter space for its capacity to reproduce real
results.
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The Results

‘We were marvellously lucky to escape as we did as their shooting
was damned good’

– Lt (later Rear Adm) Henry Blagrove



The Results

Essentially, the British got lucky:

given that they lost 3 battle-cruisers at Jutland (1916) to
magazine explosions, they were very lucky not to lose ships at
Dogger Bank

— and would almost certainly have done so had the
action not been truncated.
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The Battle of Jutland

Beatty’s unstable dynamic creates great variation in outcome

Evan-Thomas played a blinder

Jellicoe played the odds, got them right, and gained his strategic
victory
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Historical Methodology

‘Grown-up historians don’t waste time on counterfactuals’
— Michael Howard



Historical Methodology

‘How exactly are we to distinguish probable unrealized alternatives
from improbable ones?’ — Niall Ferguson



Historical Methodology

‘How exactly are we to distinguish probable real events from
improbable ones?’ — Niall Ferguson



Historical Methodology

The course of history is complex, contingent, and develops within
an envelope of probabilities surrounding the historical narrative.

To avoid causation fallacies, the mind-set required by the historian
is that of Bayesian probability: to understand historical actors’
implicit prior estimates of chances, how these changed as events
unfolded, and how they compare with real probabilities, not just
realized events.

Phil Tetlock and Dan Gardner, Superforecasting, 2015
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Current and Future Projects

Superforecasting: wisdom of crowds, time-critical forecasting.

Vietnam: attrition, pacification, the Hamlet Evaluation Survey.

Birth of Naval Aviation: wargames, fleet exercises, Peleliu.

Sea Lion: Could Germany have invaded England in 1940?

Battle of the Atlantic: U-boat tactics, ‘ace’ culture, Allied
strategy.

Nuclear Deterrence: Able Archer, game theory.

Talk to us, give a Zoom seminar, send us students, come and visit!
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Thanks for listening


